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By Spain Rodriguez

Fantagraphics, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. They were all there, the pimps, the fags, the whores, the curious, the alcoholic, the weird of
the late 50s. blues lovers, Canadian bikers, thrill seekers, junkies, insomniacs, hepcats. So begins
Down at the Kitty Kat, one of the 20-plus never-before-collected memoirs and yarns by Spain
Rodriguez, one of the original gang of Zap Comix provocateurs. Although he s best known for his
two-fisted tales of the chopper-riding Trashman, Spain s blunt graphic style and uncompromising
gift for caricature, rendered in eye-punishing slabs of black and white, work equally well for more
subtle fare -- such as these memoirs of his misspent youth Cruisin with the Hound ranges from
Spain s days as an innocent young churchgoer to his time as a member of the Road Vultures
motorcycle gang, with stops along the way for his discoveries of science fiction and other, more
adult pursuits ( The Birth of Porn ) -- as well as the The Education of an Underground Cartoonist,
describing his journey from a pimply Captain Marvel-reading scribbler to his arrival as a
professional artist. But the heart of this collection is a cycle...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its
been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really
believe.
-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III
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